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OUR COMPANY
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ABOUT US
Indemac is a company founded by the
Palmarini brothers, Emanuele and Cesare.
Thanks to the considerable experience gained
by them in the sector, Indemac is a reality able
to offer high-quality services, starting from the

WE ARE
MANUFACTURERS
For over 25 years
our passion has been
identiﬁed with all your
laundry machinery.

idea, the design
and construction of industrial laundry
machines up to the distribution
and the after-sales service.
Our constant commitment is to identify
and implement the ﬁnest innovative solutions
to meet our customers’ needs by offering
competitive products as well as the possibility
to create tailor-made machines and systems.
Our ideal customers are both national
and international distributors and laundry
companies active in catering, accommodation,
healthcare and sport facilities sectors.
Flexibility and professionalism are our
strengths.
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M A D E I N I TA LY

MADE IN

ITALY

MADE IN ITALY
When an Italian style
and innovation can
make a difference.

The Made-in-Italy culture and know-how
make our laundry machines unique
in their technical innovations, functions
and designing both in Italy and abroad.
The development of our company
in a productive and entrepreneurial
manufacturing context has been our starting
point to combine the characteristics
of traditional production processes together
with digital and technological innovations.
In 2019, in order to promote the local business
culture through the recognition of excellence,
the Young Entrepreneurs Regional Committee
of Conﬁndustria Marche has acknowledged our
company's commitment, passion
and continuous improvement by awarding
us with the XVI edition of the prestigious
“Technology and Innovation” prize.
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OUR HISTORY

YEAR 2010

200 sq m

FROM
A POTENTIAL
TO AN
EXPONENTIAL
DEVELOPMENT
A constant research
and innovation
are the main principles
of our company’s
continuous growth.

YEAR 2012

400 sq m

YEAR 2016

1000 sq m
Starting the lines
of Laser Cutting, Sheet
Metal Processing and
Welding.

YEAR 2020

4200 sq m
Acquisition
of a new production
site for a total
of 4200 sq m in 2 plants.
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TERRITORY

MADE IN PICENO
The Italian peninsula is a land of excellence
and in its very center we can ﬁnd the Piceno
area, le Marche, with their hills and mountains
very near Abruzzo where the company
was founded and has continued to expand.
The Piceno area, in all its varieties that range
from the splendid historical center of Ascoli
Piceno to the bordering Abruzzo, offers
geographical and cultural characteristics
that have always created a mutual inﬂuence
between the local companies and their potential
innovation of the territory.
The effect of all this is the guarantee
of an industrial structure always respectful
of the uniqueness and high customization
of the projects.
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INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVES

INDEMAC
IN THE WORLD
An ever-growing
reality.

Our presence in Italy and abroad is growing
strongly. Nationally, our distribution network
covers every corner of the Italian peninsula,
and at an international level we have rapidly
expanded in recent years reaching sales
which account for 65% of our total annual
turnover.

is a landmark of excellence for the quality
of products.
This is also for the industrial laundry sector,
where our brand Indemac is a leader
and an innovator.
With great satisfaction, we have obtained

EXP OR T QUOTA

The Made-in-Italy all over the world

65%

have rewarded our commitment that begins
with the idea and through the design
and production leads to the distribution
of Indemac products around the world

ITALIA QUOTA

over time the respect of our customers who

35%
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HOW WE WORK

Before guaranteeing the product, we focus
on its realization.

TAILOR-MADE
MACHINERY

Indemac products go through a path made
up of several steps each of which is dedicated

Built with passion
and innovative
processes.

to study them in detail in order to ensure
their usability and safety. Our pillar is certainly
constant research, because we ﬁrmly believe
that continuous improvement
and competitiveness pass through innovation.

RESEARCH

DESIGN

We are constantly looking

We use highly technological

IN-COMPANY
PROCESSES

tools to develop our ideas

We internally manage

and turn them into unique

the entire production cycle

machines.

in all its phases.

for methods and solutions
to create innovative products
and services.

MECHANICAL
ASSEMBLING

ELECTRICAL
ASSEMBLING

We meticulously test

The single components

We assemble the entire

all features to ensure

are assembled according

electrical system taking

the reliability of our products.

to strict internal quality

care of it down to the smallest

standards.

detail.

TESTING
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OUR IDEAL CUSTOMERS

Our compact and all-in-one machines
are mainly developed for companies that need
innovative solutions in small dimensions

Our machines
are conceived
and designed
to meet the different
needs of customers.

with particular attention to energy saving.
The industrial line, consisting of various
machines that work in series, allows you
to manage large quantities of linen while
maintaining the quality of the result and a high
speed of execution so as to optimize the entire
work cycle.
Our machines are enriched by a wide range
of accessories and customizations to satisfy
all requests.
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EXTRAS AND SERVICES

CONSULTANCY

SOFTWARE
AND HARDWARE
FOR LAUNDRIES

We want to offer you

We provide complete

the solutions that best suit

software and hardware

your needs, which is why

conﬁgurations for machinery

we give you the opportunity

and systems for industrial

to watch ﬁrst-hand

laundries.

our production process
and to experience
the functioning
of our machinery.

TAILOR-MADE
PROJECTS

We analyze the feasibility
of customized projects,
optimizing
the organization
of the plants, of the work
environments
and of individual
customized machinery
also by using realistic
layouts.
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EXTRAS AND SERVICES

SPECIALIZED
TECHNICAL
SERVICE

SPARE PARTS

After-sales service is one

Speciﬁc spare parts kits

of our strengths.

for each machine are accessories

We want to be a valid support

for sale. We also guarantee

in the maintenance

the shipment of spare parts

and technical knowledge

in a short time in any area.

of the machinery with
a telephone assistance service,
from remote terminal
or on site.

TRAINING

Each machine has
its own function, which
is why we promote
technical training courses
(periodic
or on request)
to our customers
and distributors.
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OUR PRODUCTS
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OUR PRODUCTS

Our range of products
is characterized
by innovative
and customized
solutions with high
quality ﬁnishing
on design
and functionality.

WASHING

FEEDING

DRYING

With over 25 years of experience, we are
conﬁdent and proud of our products in
international markets. Why?

IRONING
The answer lies in our process of manufacture
and control. Our production cycle is managed
entirely in-company thanks to our specialized

LENGTH
FOLDING

productive workforce.
The design of our machines is conducted by
identifying the needs of the user and the
market. Thanks to this, the Calandre line
provides compact and all-in-one products and is

CROSSFOLDING

always updated with technological innovations.
Our industrial line satisﬁes the need for a series
of performances and customization necessary
for the operational plant of your laundry.

STACKING

Considering small businesses that need a
ready-to-use product, we introduced our line of
drying and ironing machinery with turnkey
service, compacts and in small sizes that are
ready to be operated.
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OUR PRODUCTS

I

Self-drying ironer
It irons and dries small, medium
and large linen items.

CALANDRE
Our compact
and multifunctional
machines are designed
to work with ﬂat
laundry.

IL

Ironer-folder
It irons, dries and folds
ﬂat linen of different sizes.

Industrial machines for folding and ironing
ﬂat linen are designed to simplify the work
of the operators and to be able to customize
them. Our challenge is to respond promptly
to production needs, with tailor-made systems.

ILC

All-in-one-machine
Unique ironing
and folding machine!
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Calandre

OUR PRODUCTS

I

Self-drying
ironer

It irons and dries small, medium
and large linen items.

IL

Ironer-folder

It irons, dries and folds ﬂat linen
of different sizes.

FEEDING

FEEDING

DRYING

DRYING

DRYING

DRYING

LENGTH
FOLDING
The "I" series ironer dries and irons ﬂat linen

The “IL” series ironer irons, dries and folds ﬂat

of different sizes from table napkins

linen of different sizes, from table cloths to bed

to bedsheets. The ironing belts system provides

sheets.

an excellent quality of ironing of the linen while

It can be equipped, upon request,

protecting the fabrics from mechanical stress.

with automatic feeders that allows an operator
to work on very large items such as bedsheets.

It can be equipped, upon request, with

It is ideal to be placed above the folding line;

an automatic feeder that allows an operator

it can also be used as a stand-alone machine

to insert very large items like bedsheets.

based on the customer’s requests. The ironing

It is ideal to be placed above the folding line

belts system provides a high-quality of ironing

and can also be used as a stand-alone machine

of the linen and protects the fabrics

based on the customer's needs.

from mechanical stress.
The machine is practical and ﬂexible
and it can be easily used as a simple ironer
by excluding the crease function.
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Calandre

OUR PRODUCTS

ALL- IN-ONE MACHINE

Unique ironing and folding machine!
FEEDING

DRYING

IRONING

LENGTH
FOLDING

CROSSFOLDING

STACKING

The “ILC” series ironer is an innovative solution
and represents the result of our constant
technological research in the ﬁeld.
The machine, placed in a 18 square meters space,
has numerous features that allows it to insert, iron,
fold and pile up linen including the large ones
with the supervision of only one operator.
The ironing belts system provides a high-quality
of ironing of the linen and protects the fabrics from
mechanical stress.
Its automated functions reduce the production
costs, increasing exponentially the productivity
of the business.
Its touch-screen panel is intuitive and user-friendly
that makes it easy and quick to use by the operator.

ROLL DIAMETER
500/600/800/1000 mm

The machine is equipped with an ergonomic ﬂat
surface that facilitates the manual insertion of linen

WORKING WIDTH

and can be customized according to particular

2600/3300 mm

needs whether it is operational or logistic.
The customer can choose the type of heating,
the diameter of the ironing roller, the width
and the type and direction of the stacker.

HEATING
Electric
Steam
Gas (atmospheric / premixed)

It represents the ideal solution to enhance the
entire operating cycle and improve the quality
of processing.
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Calandre

OUR PRODUCTS

AUTOMATIC FEEDER
The automatic feeder is an optional that allows to
use the machine by one only operator.

2 REAR COLLECTOR FOR 2
OR 4 SMALL-ITEMS LINES
3

COMPACT SIDE STACKER

4 SIDE STACKER BLADE TYPE

2
3

4

ALTERNATIVE

FEATURES
Roll diameter: 500/600/800/1000 mm

OPTIONALS

Vacuum feeding table

Working width: 2600/3300 mm
Heating: electrical, steam, gas
(atmospheric / premixed)

Vacuum feeding table

Maximum production up to 290 Kg/h

Vacuum feeding table

Ironing speed adjustable up to 18 m/min
Automatic control of the ironing speed
as the ironing temperature changes
Automatic cooling of the ironing roll
One and two operating lines

Rear collector for 2 small-items lines

Rear collector for 4 small-items lines

Double pressure on length folds

Up to 2 length folds and 3 cross folds on one line
Up to 2 length folds and 2 cross folds on two lines

Linen reject (dirty/damaged)

Length folds and crossfolds by air jets
Touch-screen panel with self-diagnostic messages
and production data detection
Fumes extraction system with automatic fan cleaning

Side stacker blade type or compact

New Premixed burner
(standard for diameter 1000 mm)

Work programs with fully customised parameters
Choice of the side and direction of the stacker
and of the number of items to be stacked

Rear linen collection table
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OUR PRODUCTS

INDUSTRIAL
LINE
Machines are equipped
with different functions
to guarantee high-quality
processing.

IFO

Industrial
folder

Folding machine for medium
and large items.

Each of our machinery is designed to meet
your needs. It is possible to add features to
facilitate the process.

IFE

IM

Feeder

Feeder with vacuum table.
Easy-to-use. Easy linen feeding.

Chest Ironer

Flexibility and productivity
in ironing.

FTI

FSI

Towel Folder
Speed and efﬁciency
for terry fabrics.

Folder
for small items
Versatile and fast
folding machine.
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Industrial line

OUR PRODUCTS

IFE

Feeder

Feeder with vacuum table.
Easy-to-use. Easy linen feeding.

FEEDING

IM

Chest Ironer

Flexibility and productivity in ironing.

DRYING

IRONING
The “IFE” series feeder simpliﬁes and speeds
up the manual insertion of the linen. It can
be used from small items (table napkins
and pillowcases) up to medium (tablecloths
and covers) and large items (bedsheets).
It can be equipped with a set of optional
widening clamps that allow an operator
to insert large items in an extremely fast

The chest-type ironer is excellent for laundry
that needs to iron large quantities of linen.
It can be equipped with rollers of 1000 or 1200
mm diameter and the number of rolls can vary
from 1 to 3.

and constant way.
The machine is also equipped with a vacuum
chamber that simpliﬁes and speeds up
the insertion of the laundry. The mode
of the air ﬂow can be changed based
on the type of the linen that needs to be
inserted.
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Industrial line

OUR PRODUCTS

IFO

Industrial
folder

Folding machine for medium
and large items.

FTI

Towel Folder

Speed and efﬁciency for terry fabrics.

LENGTH
FOLDING

LENGTH
FOLDING

CROSSFOLDING

CROSSFOLDING

STACKING

STACKING

The “IFO” folding machine is designed

The “FTI” folding machine is the ideal solution

and built to fold ﬂat linen of different sizes

to fold terry cloths and other similar items.

from table covers to bedsheets. It is usually

Through the air jets channel system,

placed below the ironer. Thanks to its different

the machine is able to fold linen of different

features, the operator can customize

sizes from small or bidet towels to bath towels.

the folding cycle according to various needs.

It can be put in manual FTI and automatic FTI3
mode. In automatic mode, the operator
can insert different sizes of items and the
machine will automatically separate them
for each type into 3 different stacks of folded
items.
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OUR PRODUCTS

FSI

Industrial line

Folder
for small items

Versatile and fast folding machine.

LENGTH
FOLDING

CROSSFOLDING

STACKING

The “FSI” folding machine is an excellent
solution for folding small items such as table
napkins, pillowcases, face towels etc.
The machine can be fed manually
by the operator or it can be placed below
the ironer for the semi-automatic operation.
The machine has the ability to recognize
the type of the items to be folded in order
to automatically select the appropriate folding
program. The FSIS version is only designed
for the folding of napkins.
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OUR PRODUCTS

LA

Washer

Industrial washer,
designed for energy saving.

WASHING
AND DRYING
MACHINE
For a turnkey
service
The combination of quality, performance
and energy efﬁciency represents the main
features of our washing and drying machines.
It is a new way to understand your demand

ES

Dryer

High energy efﬁciency
industrial dryer.

with low-consumption machinery ready
to be introduced into the production cycle
at full capacity.
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Washing and drying

OUR PRODUCTS

LA

Washer

Industrial washer, designed
for energy saving.

ES

Dryer

High energy efﬁciency industrial dryer.

WASHING

DRYING

The “LA” high-spin industrial washer

The “ES” dryer stands out on the market due

is designed for laundries that prioritize

to its energy saving and management cost

the process quality and water and energy

reduction.

saving.

We have obtained a perfect balance between

By combining the advanced design

user-convenience and simple maintenance

and technology of the “LA” machine, we are

together with an attractive and completely

able to reduce the use of water and chemical

renewed design.

additives with a signiﬁcant increase in energy

The standard equipment of the inverter

efﬁciency.

and the reverse drum allows an efﬁcient control

This type of high-spin washing machines,

of the machine and represents a standard

in fact, drastically reduce the residual humidity

in basic range.

after the washing process and allow signiﬁcant

“ES” is equipped with a humidity sensor system

savings in processes such as drying and ironing.

that apart from its standard features, it also
includes the control of the speed of the drum

This simple and quick-to-install machine

based on the level of humidity increasing

guarantees minimum space requirements and

the efﬁciency in the drying process.

maximum performance.

Also important in terms of energy efﬁciency,
the recirculation of the air that improves its ﬂow
and a complete thermal insulation of the
machine.
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CONTACTS

Indemac S.r.l.
T. (+39) 0736 812807
F. (+39) 0736 098116
info@indemac.it

W W W.I NDEMAC .I T

Operational headquarters 1
Via del Lampo snc
63100 Ascoli Piceno – ITALY
Operational headquarters 2
Zona Industriale Campolungo
63100 Ascoli Piceno – ITALY
Legal head ofﬁce
Via Principale 14
64010 Pascellata (TE) - ITALY
C.F / P.IVA IT01771240676

Exhibitions and events
EXPOdetergo International:
RESET.RESTART - October 2022

Professional Associations
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